
AL–JAWAD PIKE OPEN CITY: 
CULTIVATE A COMMUNITY GARDEN
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TASK

The task is to design a publicly 
accessible community garden for The 
Liliesleaf Trust UK’s proposed Centre 
of Memory and Learning. The Centre 
and its garden will be at 28 Penton 
Street, Islington, the former London 
headquarters of the African National 
Congress. There, local communities 
will engage with its rich anti-racist and 
activist heritage focused on equality, 
freedom and inclusion. We are looking 
for ideas that reflect these values 
and to inspire us to continue to work 
together to make fairer futures for all.

Age: 10-14
Time: 2 hours+
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WHAT YOU WILL NEED

Your design could be a 3-dimensional 
model or sculpture, or a 2-dimensional 
drawing or collage. It could include 
external seating for groups, a tree to 
gather around and under (this might be 
an actual tree or a sculpture), raised 
planting beds and a mural inspired by 
South African Culture.

You are free to use whatever 
household recycled materials you can 
find but here are some suggestions:
- Pencils / crayons / felt-tips
- Ruler and paper 
- Scissors & glue
- Clay / blu-tack / playdough 
- Coloured paper / old magazines 
- Grains, seeds, twigs and leaves
- Cardboard or something rigid to be
  used as a base 

- Printer for printing elevations* and/or
garden space plan – or you can draw  
these by hand

*Elevations are the walls of the 
buildings that surround the garden 
space
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WHAT CAN BE IN THE GARDEN?

Choose what you would like to see in 
the garden space. This could include 
trees and plants (like these Southern 
African inspired examples), seating, 
swings, bird houses, display stands 
to show artwork, library boxes, a herb 
garden, or anything else you would 
like to find in your local community 
garden. 



WHAT CAN BE IN THE GARDEN?

Here you can see some ideas, 
including a few that are made using 
recycled materials, commonly found in 
South African community spaces.
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STEP 01

Option A:

Print or draw the plan (see PDF 
‘garden space plan’) and create a 
2-dimensional drawing or collage of 
your proposed garden design. You 
might want to add 3D models onto the 
space to create seating or other items 
you’d like to see in the garden.

Option B:

Print out the templates (see PDFs 
elevations and garden space plan) OR  
follow the dimensions and draw the 
shapes on paper to form the garden 
enclosure and make a 3-dimensional 
model.
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OPTION B, STEP 02 OPTION B, STEP 03

Cut out the shapes. If you want to add 
a mural - now is the time to draw it 
and colour it in or make a collage for 
the wall - the possible walls are shown 
in the next page. Then fold the edges 
using a ruler.

Try putting together each side without 
gluing them. Once done, put them to 
one side and move on to making the 
base
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OPTION B, STEP 04 OPTION B, STEP 05

Find a piece of cardboard Stick on the plan, to have a firm base 
for your garden
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OPTION B, STEP 06 OPTION B, STEP 07

Use rice, grains or any seeds, to create 
the landscaping and pathways

Use clay, plasticine, blu-tack or 
playdough to make pots for your trees 
so they can stand
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OPTION B, STEP 08 OPTION B, STEP 09

Line up as many trees as you can Glue the pots to your garden, 
wherever you like
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OPTION B, STEP 10 OPTION B, STEP 11

Finish your garden with colourful 
plants and seating

Glue the shapes to the sides
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WHETHER YOU CHOSE OPTION A OR OPTION B

Photograph and upload your 
design
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